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1. Introduction: 

For the past two University years, I have been engaged in acting as a Student Mentor and 

Editor for Year 2 University students studying scriptwriting. Throughout this process, and since the 

past portfolio produced for the Editing process, various key skills associated with Script Editing, as 

well as an independently led lecturing session have been adapted to and improved.  

Moreover, the overall handling of student-group dynamics and the handling of level-4 Script 

Writers, has adapted and changed based upon the more vigorous workload expected of a year-2 

University Student. 

This portfolio will detail these changes, adaptions and improvements, throughout the 

Negotiated Project module, as well as compare each aspect of the Editing process to my experiences 

as an editor for Year 1 Students.   

 

 

2. Group Management and Experience with Level 4\5 Script 

Writers and Editors: 

As mentioned in the past portfolio, my initial group of students, due to external 
circumstances, had to be separated into two groups, changing the dynamics between Editor and 
Student. During the following time editing for Year-2 Students, another student was assigned to my 
editing groups who had also split from their original group due to external circumstances unrelated 
to the editing process.  

Reinforcing the need for tentative management of each group’s needs, my groups became 
compromised of two independent writers focusing on an individual episode and then a group of two 
writing a two-part series. This process required tentative dynamics and group management: for the 
newer member of my Editing groups, for instance, I had to request numerous past documents to 
ensure that I knew the story enough to understand their intended episodes 1 and 3, they chose to 
only write episode two, enough to judge each plot beat and character moment within the context of 
the entire narrative. Documents such as the new member’s Proposal then, were essential to the 
overall dynamic of working with the student, as without the need to provide context to the Editor, 
the process of editing would have been hampered by a lack of understanding of the writer’s 
intentions and vision for their T.V series.1 

With one member representing an entirely new narrative, the other two groups who were 
originally together and working upon the same narrative had diverted their scripts accordingly. This 
created an unforeseen issue when it came to managing each group and their dynamics due to how 
certain characters would have the same arc over each group’s narrative but each story beat would 
differ radically when comparing each group.  This is highlighted by the treatment of universal 
characters like Ruby who exist in both scripts, but is a murderer in one and a protagonist in the 
other: it became hard to distinguish and reliably recall individual group’s past editing decisions and 
differentiate them from the other group’s similar narrative. This issue took particular prevalence 
when editing each group’s second drafts where the same character’s narrative had been changed 
multiple times in two different versions of the same story.2 3 To combat this and keep a cohesive 
dynamic between each group and their Editor, the amount of individual meeting with these two 
groups was increased in order to hone in on the context of each script, this process, however, was 
greatly affected by the limitations set by Covid-19, with general absences across all groups 
increasing.  

 
1 Ellen Lowe, The Residence T.V Proposal, (2021) 
2 Samuel Ross, Ecotopia Draft 1, (2021) 
3 Freddie Barker, Ecotopia First Draft p43, (2021) 
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On this point, the student’s work ethic also became highly strained during the second 
semester, with deadlines being missed and the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic taking its toll upon 
each group, therefore straining not just the dynamic between the groups and their Editor but also 
the entire editing process.  

The process of managing Year-2 Scriptwriters during the second semester differed greatly 
from the first, with the emphasis of the management switching from social and external 
circumstances, to being solely based upon the individual context and understanding of each group’s 
scripts and requirements. This meant that while each group functioned effectively in terms of group 
cohesion, the dynamic between the groups and the Editor became strained by unforeseen scripting 
issues and more prevalent issues due to absences and a lack of student work ethic, emphasised by 
Covid-19.  
 

3. Mock Teaching Session:  
 

Much like the session conducted for the first semester, a mock lecture was created and 
dictated to the second-year students. This session aimed to highlight the specific requirements of 
the storylining phase for each writing group’s T.V Series, as well as the importance of group 
dynamics. 

In contrast to the initial mock teaching session, this session focused upon the actual process 
of writing and managing the act of creating a script as a cohesive group, as opposed to the 
preparation and proposal-based session that had previously been dictated.4 In this way, the session 
presented my previous work storylining work for my own T.V series: ‘The Tea Room’, and focused 
upon the benefits and pitfalls my group personally experienced. 5 Paramount of these, the failing 
dynamics of my own group, with one member refusing to weigh in with the overall direction for the 
T.V series before leaving University entirely, were made clear throughout the presentation. 6 This 
acted to highlight what not to do when it comes to writing and storylining the actual scripts for each 
T.V premise.  

Further to this, the session also acted to highlight how Covid-19 affected my group’s 
dynamics and the cohesion of our script’s final drafts.7 In particular, the lack of communication 
spurred on by the online emphasis of work during the Covid-19 lockdown caused the writer 
producing The Tea Room’s third episode to become detached from the overall tone and theme of 
our T.V series premise. This section of the session then, emphasised needing to actively adapt and 
counter the detachment between writers within each writer’s group spurred on by Covid-19, to 
ensure that the core theme and cohesion of each T.V series premise remained intact throughout the 
writing and storylining premise.  

While this session was successful in attempting to relate my own group’s pitfalls while also 
presenting a functional way to present and structure a storylining document for a T.V series, overall, 
the session lacked the student-mentor interactivity of its prior. To be specific, the past mock 
teaching session involved two clearly defined and very well-engaged tasks for the students to 
complete during the session.8 Therefore, the session conducted during semester two lacked this 
engagement and flowed as a simple, yet informative, presentation and could be seen as less 
effective than its predecessor.   

Overall, both sessions conducted have informed my knowledge of presentation and how to 
effectively inform students about scriptwriting: while one session was more interactive and the 

 
4 Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, (2021) 
5 Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, slides 2-3, (2021) 
6 Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, slides 5 -6, (2021) 
7 Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, slides 5, (2021) 
8 Joshua Free, Second Year Presentation, (2020) 
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other more informative, together they exemplify two key moments of adaptation and learning, 
taken on because of the editing process.  
 
 

4. Key Skills: 
 

Throughout the two years acting as a Script Editor and Mentor for year-2 scriptwriting 

students, various key skills have been adapted to and improved upon to ensure the process is as 

effective as possible. These skills were utilised to varying effectiveness, but can be compared to the 

prior semester’s utilisation and even the past years during my time as a Script Editor for year-1 

students.  

One of these key skills, editorial judgement, was utilised fairly effectively but can be seen to 

falter between each scriptwriting group. An example of this skill being used effectively is shown 

through the individual student group writing The Residence. In particular, the notes provided as a 

result of reading through their first draft, show a need for characters such as Sunya to be removed 

from the script entirely.9 This was because the scripts more supernatural elements felt suffocated 

while characters like Sunya felt redundant, therefore presenting how the space provided by 

removing Sunya would allow for a more cohesive exploration of the script’s supernatural elements. 

This represents effective utilisation of editorial judgement as it shows an efficient and concise 

editorial suggestion that directly answers an issue with the script, showing how with The Residence, 

this skill was used effectively. On this point, for other student groups, the skill of editorial judgement 

was used to varying levels of effectiveness. The aforementioned confusion between each version of 

the Ecotopia story and the numerous plot changes mangled the ability to be concise with editorial 

suggestions, showing this lack of effectiveness. Therefore, when analysing editorial judgment, it can 

be seen as being utilised effectively, though in terms of managing and processing groups individually 

the skill has room for improvement.  

In the context of editing the first-year students and then the second-year students last 

semester, the skill of editorial judgment has been improved greatly. This is shown by how a lack of 

confidence hindered cohesive judgments when editing the first-years but now bold decisions such as 

removing character come more easily. However, when comparing this semester’s editing to last, the 

issues brought on by Covid-19 and the pandemic highly affected this skill. In particular, the inability 

to maintain a cohesive and reliable rapport or communication with each student group, due to the 

online nature of the lockdown, meant that conveying these editorial judgements became frustrating 

and difficult. This exasperated the standing issue of script confusion for groups that were working on 

Ecotopia due to an inability to clear up certain points with each writer. Ultimately then, while the 

overall utilisation of the skill improved, the circumstances around the skill became further 

constricted, limiting both the improvement in utilising the skill and its effectiveness while editing.  

A further skill utilised to varying effectiveness throughout the Editing process is imaginative 

and creative thinking, or the ability to offer insightful and thoughtful suggestions in terms of plot, 

character and narrative. An example in which this skill was utilised effectively is shown by changes 

suggested to the Ecotopia character Tom. In particular, Tom acted as the reluctant lackey of the 

antagonist in the first draft of Ecotopia, but only existed in episode 2 to sporadically save the main 

characters with little to no context as to why he was doing so. Moreover, the first draft of episode 2 

also lacked context around its more villainous characters. Therefore, it was suggested that the 

character of Tom should become the audience’s vessel for both understanding the villainous side of 

 
9 Ellen Lowe, The Residence – Notes, (2021) 
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the narrative as well as his own decision to betray the antagonist.10 This decision was widely 

accepted by both members of the writing group and became a key plot point in both episodes of 

Ecotopia. Imaginative and creative thinking can be seen as being utilised highly efficiently 

throughout the process of editing process because of how the suggested character changes helped 

hone the entire narrative of the script and were vastly applied to each episode of the T.V series.  

When comparing the application of imaginative and creative thinking to its use in prior years 

or the past semester, the overall effectiveness of the skill has greatly increased. To be specific, in the 

past semester it was highly difficult to ensure that each group member reached a consensus 

regarding each creative suggestion put forward, whereas with the current semester and editing 

sessions each suggestion has been dealt with in a unified manner. This meant that for suggestions, 

like Tom, the groups were able to tackle and apply a useful and creative suggestion without 

conflicting opinion holding the suggestion back, showing how the skill’s effectiveness has improved 

through application and group management.    

With each group required to present a section of their scripts to BAFTA, the next skill, 

decision making, was essential to determining the quality of each BAFTA submission. In this way, the 

skill of decision making can be shown to be effective through the presentation of the two-episode 

scripts of Ecotopia. In terms of the BAFTA submission, each student was required to submit a ten-

page excerpt from their overall T.V series, therefore the chosen pages were required to convey as 

much as possible about the theme, characters and tone of T.V series in question. The decision on 

which ten pages to use then was a vital one, and the students of Ecotopia were suggested to use the 

section of their script in which the antagonist confronts various characters to ensure that the 

narrative and range of characters were conveyed to BAFTA.11 In response, the writers of Ecotopia 

agreed with the decision to use the antagonist’s ten pages, therefore, showing effective use of 

decision making through the universal acceptance of the proposed BAFTA submission.  

To this point, not all instances of decision making were taken and accepted by each writing 

group. For instance, when attempting to come up with a new title for Ecotopia, the students 

ultimately ignored the suggestions of the Editor and called their new draft ‘The Forsaken Forest’ 

despite the claims from the Editor that the name didn’t tonally suit the style of the narrative and 

scripts. Therefore, in terms of effectiveness, the lack of response to name suggestions shows that 

not all decisions suggested were effective.  

Overall, when comparing the skill of decision making to past applications, it can be seen to 

have been adapted to and improved, but hindered by more circumstantial factors. For instance, 

while an increase in confidence has allowed for more efficient and effective utilisation of the skill, 

with BAFTA submissions and more drastic script changes such as removing an entire character being 

suggested and enforced more regularly, the impact of Covid-19 and the lockdown made it easier for 

students to ignore these suggestions. Specifically, the fact that suggestions could only be pushed and 

suggested digitally gave students enough space from the editorial decisions, in terms of not 

physically having to meet one another, to ignore the decisions entirely. Ultimately then, while the 

utilisation of the skill of decision making has improved greatly, the lack of sufficient and more 

approachable application of each decision hampered the skill greatly.  

The next key skill utilised is the ability to influence and persuade regarding editorial 

decisions and narrative and character development. In terms of effectiveness, this skill can be shown 

to be effective through the script editing stage of the overall process, particularly when it came to 

exposition. This is because during the editing of both single-writer led groups for The Residence and 

Ecotopia, while each draft had the groundworks for further story and drafting, each script had large 

 
10 Dominic Parry, Ecotopia First Draft – Notes, (2021) 
11 Joshua Free, Ecotopia Bafta Submission, (2021) 
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amounts of exposition: explanatory plot for The Residence and overwritten sections of dialogue 

between the protagonists for Ecotopia.12 13 With these specific issues, both writers seemed reluctant 

to adapt or change the exposition based moments of their script due to time pressure and a lack of 

confidence: they believed they had no other way of conveying the story beats. Therefore, meetings 

adapted to be more about potential plot and beats that were focused upon showing and not telling, 

while reinforcing the potential of both first drafts of Ecotopia and The Residence. Through these 

reinforcing methods, both students went on to change the aforementioned sections of their scripts 

as per editorial advice, therefore showing an effective utilisation and application of the skill of 

influencing and persuading.  

To place the effectiveness of influencing and persuading against my prior experience editing, 

the skill has been cemented throughout the past two semesters. This is because the ability to 

influence and persuade, has come more easily in the context of editing than other key skills, and, 

through the constant adaptations required for the Covid-19 pandemic, has only improved 

throughout this semester. It has to be said, however, that much like decision making the ability to 

have direct involvement with the writer’s groups has been hampered and therefore clipped the 

overall effectiveness of the ability to influence and persuade.   

A further skill utilised is shown through planning and organisation or the ability to keep to an 

effective structure and maintain editing sessions. In general, throughout most of the time acting as a 

Script Editor or Mentor for the year-2 students, this skill was maintained and applied highly 

effectively, with a clear log of hours and designated time for meetings on a Tuesday or Friday via 

Microsoft Team.14 However, as the second semester progressed this strategy for maintaining 

effective time management began to falter with an increase in student absences from these 

designated meetings. Moreover, upon reaching the first draft submission date for their T.V series, 

only two of my students, and in the entire class, were able to meet the deadline. While it was 

reassuring that some of my group had managed to meet what was asked of them, this showed that a 

change in approach to meetings and time management would be required going forward. Therefore, 

more tentative and general sessions were created in addition to the required editing meeting, for 

instance: an independent meeting to discuss the pressures around the first draft deadline. This 

helped reinforce a calmer rapport as opposed to a more rigid, professional tone that ultimately 

allowed meetings to continue with certain students. Ultimately then, while the skill of organisation 

and time management was hampered greatly due to the stresses of deadlines and general absences 

when compared to the past successes when utilising the skill, the current semester has helped hone 

and improve my proficiency with more flexible and drawn back management being shown to be 

effective. 

With this issue of absences, another skill greatly affected is communication or the ability to 

maintain a consistent and professional dialect with students. Much like the prior skill, the absences 

and missed deadlines around the first draft submission marked a turning point for communication, 

with certain members of my editing group ignoring scheduled meetings and emails on the matter. 

This is evidenced by a set meeting intended to help the student with their first draft that was 

ignored multiple times, with the student simply stating that they ‘totally forgot’ that the meeting 

was scheduled despite my multiple emails.15 In conjunction with this, these issues may have been 

exasperated or even brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic and the need for sessions to be only 

online, with not only stress increasing as a response but also making the process of ignoring and not 

 
12 Freddie Barker, Ecotopia – First Draft, (2021) 
13 Ellen Lowe, The Residence First Draft, (2021) 
14 See: Log of Work on page 9 
15 Joshua Free, Absence, Outlook, (2021) 
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attending meetings far easier for students to do. While this isn’t an excuse, it does help explain the 

sudden failings in the skills of communication and time management that had otherwise been 

maintained at a highly consistent level throughout both semesters to ensure sufficient editing 

practice.  With this in mind, when attempting to judge the effectiveness of communication, while it 

faltered, the consistent forms of communication maintained throughout the pandemic, semesters 

and even my experience editing the first-year students, via email, in-person contact, Microsoft 

Teams and Blackboard, show the skill to be overall utilised effectively: the only failings in the skill 

came from student circumstance.  

When attempting to judge the next skill, managing relationships and team working, the 

sessions conducted in the past semester and documented in the prior portfolio are essential. To be 

more specific, the degradation of the Ecotopia group turning into a group of one individual and 

another group consisting of two, informed how relationships and teamwork would be conducted 

greatly. This is because the group of one became solely invested in their work and the group of two 

managed to maintain a consistent relationship throughout. However, as the current semester 

progressed the group of two began to show cracks, with one member enforcing their own opinion 

and story intentions far greater than the other. Moreover, with the taking on of another lone 

student, the sessions involving the single student’s Ecotopia did adapt to accommodate for two 

individuals, however, both lone individuals refused to communicate with one another for editing 

advice. Therefore, with these two issues outlined for both groups, for the group of two working 

upon Ecotopia, it was highlighted in the first draft meetings how the less confident member needed 

more enticing story moments or plot and that the other member should accommodate for it. For the 

group of two individuals, it was determined that both stories, Ecotopia and The Residence, would 

benefit from individual 1 to 1 meeting as opposed to the intended shared sessions. Ultimately then, 

when analysing the overall effectiveness of managing relationships and team working throughout 

both semesters, my writing groups have undergone numerous changes that have been required to 

adapt to and accommodate for. With these adaptations and the ultimate need to maintain the 

editing process the skill of managing relationships has been utilised effectively, though the obstacles 

created by these relationship changes did hamper the overall success of the editing process.  

The penultimate skill utilised to varying effectiveness throughout both semesters is 

resilience, or the ability to maintain and encourage editing necessities. Overall, resilience has been 

an essential skill for the past semesters due to the aforementioned strains around group 

relationships and the issues surrounding the first-draft submissions. This is due to the constant 

requirement to engage with students in a tentative manner, particularly that of the lone individual 

who was working on Ecotopia whose external circumstances required more lenient mentoring and 

editing. This was of particular note in the drafting phases of the students’ scripts. During the current 

semester, with the first-draft deadline being missed and the second-draft formulation requiring 

additional meeting to help reinforce the student’s confidence, resilience was utilised greatly. This is 

due to the contrast between groups: on one hand, I had groups submitting what was required of 

them but with little to no external stress, but on the other I had an individual being overcome with 

external stress and missing the deadlines. Therefore, a reserved form of resilience was used to help 

keep the faltering student on track and boost their confidence and through this, the student is 

currently almost finished with their second draft. Ultimately then, much like relationship 

management, resilience has been maintained throughout both semesters by the specific 

requirements of each group of students and utilised to great effect when ensuring scripts are 

eventually completed. However, due to the tentative nature of some issue’s students were met 

with, the overall process of editing was made less efficient, with deadlines being missed and 

additional time outside of the scheduled meetings required to accommodate for this.  
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A final skill utilised through the editing process is flexibility, or the need to adapt to certain 

situations. This skill was essential for the overall functioning of the editing work during both 

semesters, particularly that of the more dysfunctional moments of my writing groups. For instance, 

throughout the entire process and due to the external stresses and absences of students, various 

impromptu meetings have been required to accommodate for these moments. In particular, these 

impromptu meetings would often become based around 20 pages of script and would involve 

breaking down the 20 pages and providing the student with feedback. This would hopefully 

reinvigorate the process of writing and offer constructive notes for the students to act upon to allow 

for a smoother continuation of the editing process. It is also important to note that these sessions 

acted as a more relaxed and comfortable session to help gear the students towards the process of 

receiving feedback from myself or the lecturer.  Ultimately then, the overall requirement to be 

flexible whether it be in the prior group separations from the first semester, or the current lack of 

confidence or communication, the editing process has adapted and changed to helped alleviate the 

issues. Therefore, this shows the skill of flexibility to have been used effectively throughout the 

entire process. 

To conclude, the overall adaptation and taking on of key skills has not only improved my 

ability when editing scripts, but it has also improved my own approach to writing, with my 

awareness of pitfalls and writing maturity increasing. Moreover, when analysing each skill over the 

two semesters, most if not all can be seen to have improved in effectiveness and also in their own 

flexibility, with student circumstance and covid-19 requiring individual attention to circumvent: the 

process has both been enriching and a malleable form of industry practice.  

 

5. Overall Experience of the Editing Process: 
 

Overall, I am incredibly grateful for the opportunity to help edit and mentor not only the 

second-year students but also the prior first-year students and their 30-page scripts. The experience 

has not only nurtured nine essential key skills within my writing abilities but has also provided a 

taste of the industry and professional practices. 

Moreover, the process acted as a long-form learning curve from the first instances of editing 

with the first years to the final drafting of the second years T.V series: each key skill in some way has 

been adapted to and improved.  

Externally, the process has also been completely enraptured within the covid-19 pandemic 

and lockdown, and therefore required a form of professional ingenuity that I am, in a way, also 

grateful for. This is due to the enriching need for adaptability and organisation during the pandemic, 

which placed more emphasis on the editor maintaining their groups outside of lectures.  

In this way, the editing process has reinforced my desire to pursue scriptwriting as a 

profession whether it be as a writer or editor, preparing me both mentally and academically for 

either, with the pandemic acting as a form of professional upheaval that required counteracting at 

every turn.  
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6. Log of Work:  

 

7. Appendix:  
 

Group Management and Experience with Level 4\5 Script Writers and Editors: 

1. Ellen Lowe, The Residence T.V Proposal, (2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4th February: Sam 13:00 – 13:30, Freddie 13:30 – 14:00 Story beat meetings and signing off 

11th February: Dom 13:00 – 13:30, Ellen 13:30 - 14:00   Story beat meeting and signing off 

26th February: Sam 17:30 – 19:01 First-draft script editing session 

08th March: Dom 15:00 – 16:30 First-draft script editing session 

16th March: Dom and Sam 10:00 – 11:00 Join first-draft editing session 

19th March: Freddie 16:00 – 17:23  First-draft editing session 

22nd March: Sam ABSENT  Editing check-in session 

24th March: Sam and Dom 17:45 – 18:53 Editing check-in due to absence 

26th March: Ellen ABSENCE  First-draft editing session  

31st March: Ellen 13:00 – 13:37  First-draft editing session 

12th April: Sam 12:30 – 13:00 Second-draft check-in  

14th April: Dom 18:00 – 18:30 Second-draft check-in 

29th Aril: Freddie 16:00 – 16:53 Second-draft guidance 
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2.  Samuel Ross, Ecotopia Draft 1, (2021)                                    3. Freddie Barker, Ecotopia First Draft p43, (2021)      

 
 

Mock Teaching Session:  

4. Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, (2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, slides 2-3, (2021) 
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6. Joshua Free, Storylining – Group Dynamic, slides 5 -6, (2021) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8. Joshua Free, Second Year Presentation, (2020) 
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Key Skills: 

9. Ellen Lowe, The Residence – Notes, (2021) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10. Dominic Parry, Ecotopia First Draft – Notes, (2021) 
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11. Joshua Free, Ecotopia Bafta Submission, (2021) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12. Freddie Barker, Ecotopia – First Draft, (2021)                         13.  Ellen Lowe, The Residence First Draft, (2021) 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15. Joshua Free, Absence, Outlook, (2021) 

 

 


